Visualize your search results on ProQuest Dialog

With the new visualization feature on ProQuest Dialog, you can now see a full picture of your search results. With a simple click of the Visualize results tab, quickly answer questions like: Who are the leading authors or innovators in a field? In which country are the most nanotechnology patents being published? or Who are the experts I can contact for consulting engagements? Visualization creates a map of the most useful reference materials for your research.

Following are some examples of what our new visualization interface can do. Look out for more charts and features to be added in 2018.

*4504 Results*

- **Visualize results tab**
- **Collapse/expand chart views**
- **Download charts in .png format and import into reports**
- **“Mouse-over” a data point to view the details**
- **Graph from 1-1000 terms in increments of 1**
- **Use your mouse, touch pad or right/left arrow keys to choose the number of terms to graph, in increments of 1**
- **Toggle between 2 axis values: number of documents, or % of total number of documents, that contain the term.**
- **Choose pie, vertical column, horizontal bar or line chart styles**

**Include top:**
- 25
- 1000

**Show results as:**
- Number
- Percent
Use the **Narrow results by - More options...** interface to hone in on the exact set of values to include in a chart.

Patent publications from the European and WIPO patent offices were excluded from this chart by applying result filters.

Charts are available for all databases that include authors, inventors, publication titles, patent assignee locations, patenting countries, and patent office classifications.

For a demo of this new feature, contact your account manager or email us at customer@dialog.com.